
HOMES

A RICH BOUQUET OF COLOUR, 
FLORALS AND FOLIAGE HAVE 
BREATHED NEW LIFE INTO  
THIS HISTORIC SYDNEY HOME
STORY KATHRYN MADDEN   
STYLIST LISA HILTON  
PHOTOGRAPHER BRIGID ARNOTT  

WILD
BEAUTY

FRESH START
“We love living in the 
bush as it inspires us  
to bring the outside  
in,” says homeowner 
Catherine, of the abode 
she shares with her 
husband and children 
– Jack, 20, Charlotte,  
18, and Laura, 15 – in a 
particularly green corner 
of Sydney’s upper north 
shore. Here, in the living 
room, a Laura Jones oil 
painting is reflected in 
hydrangeas picked fresh 
from the garden. The 
polished panache 
continues in the living 
room (opposite) where  
a Molmic ‘Hadleigh 
Wing’ chair, side table 
from Orient House  
and French Country 
Collections ‘Grande’ 
mirror prove a style 
match for the original 
sandstone fireplace. 
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A
s the adage goes, sometimes you don’t know what 
you’re looking for until you’ve found it. On the hunt 
for a new home in 2014, Catherine and her husband 
had a short and simple wishlist: smaller and quieter. 
Together with their three teenage children, Jack, 

Charlotte and Laura, the couple were living in a large property on  
a traffic-clogged thoroughfare, and craved a peaceful, more petite 
place to call their own. “We looked at at least a hundred homes,” 
recalls Catherine. “Then we came here and it just felt right.”

Built in 1905 by acclaimed Australian painter Benjamin Minns, 
the pretty white Federation-fronted property sat on an elevated  
patch of land on Sydney’s upper north shore. An original limestone 
entry and front living room – “We’re drawn to homes with history, 
they have more character,” says Catherine – flowed into a slick open-
plan extension with floor-to-ceiling windows capturing glorious  
green vistas. Upstairs were four well-sized bedrooms plus a dreamy 
main suite set beautifully amongst the treetops. 

But there was one catch – winding steps by the driveway led to  
a secret garden sprawling 3000 square metres. The scene was like 

something from a storybook: century-old ferns soared overhead, 
mauve hydrangeas blossomed and wallabies foraged by the creek. 
While the boundless backyard dashed the family’s dreams to 
downsize, it more than compensated with its sense of peace and 
privacy, recalls Catherine. “So we went with our hearts,” she says. 

The recently renovated home required no structural work but  
the family were keen to inject some personality and warmth.  
Enter interior designer Lisa Burdus, who, armed with magazines  
and swatches, helped self-described newbie decorator Catherine 
define her style. “Originally I thought I wanted the Hamptons  
look, but it turned out there was an underlying theme in all the 
clippings I chose,” says the homeowner. “Colour!” 

Now a kaleidoscope of look-at-me hues and prints, the home grew 
into its new incarnation gradually and organically. Catherine and 
Lisa worked room by room, picking one hero piece for each space 
and letting the scheme expand outwards. A leaf-green Schumacher 
fabric set the scene for a sunroom reminiscent of the iconic Beverly 
Hills Hotel, complete with 1940s-style cane furniture; a Moroccan-
tiled wallpaper in Charlotte’s bedroom led the way to eye-popping BO
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LIVING ROOM The transformation from stark to show-stopping 
began with a plush sofa by Molmic, roomy enough for the whole 
family. Then came layers of textiles: bright cushions from No Chintz 
and Bonnie And Neil, an Early Settler fringed throw and a Tappeti 
‘High Low Lines’ wool and silk rug. “Colour adds warmth,” says 
Catherine (pictured above left), who completed the space with a 
carved wooden coffee table topped with a silver tray (create this look 
with pieces from West Elm and Zanui respectively). The adjoining 
dining area features a Magins Lighting ‘Gloucester’ pendant, while the 
previously renovated kitchen (above right) is all clean lines and white 
Caesarstone benchtops – the perfect foil for high-impact hues. 

blue-on-blue decor; and Laura Jones’s ‘Wildflowers and Hydrangeas’ 
artwork inspired the living room’s lush colour palette. 

The interior designer/homeowner duo created a synergy between 
indoors and out, with wild florals cascading on cushions and indoor 
plants popping up in every corner. “Since moving here I always have 
flowers and foliage,” says Catherine. “It doesn’t have to be a big 
elaborate bunch – I go down to our garden and chop a few hydrangeas 
or some greenery and pop it in a vase. It adds life.” The once-
unsought backyard has other perks, too; tiered terraced lawns 
overlooking a private gully offer absolute seclusion, while the 
wraparound deck and pool make summer entertaining a breeze.

After 18 months of sourcing, styling and sprucing up every room, 
Catherine declared the home complete. “We were in no rush as  
we plan to stay here forever,” she says. “We took our time and  
now there’s really nothing we would change.” She has, however, 
developed a new-found interest in interiors magazines, gesturing  
to a pile on the wicker coffee table. “I used to look at them and  
think, ‘Oh, I wish I lived there!’, but now I look around here and 
think, ‘There’s nowhere I’d rather call home’.”

WE LOVE...
windows  
with wow-

Just like a piece of art,  
a gorgeous outlook is only as 
good as its frame. Cue sheer  

pink curtains, which highlight 
the verdant backdrop and let  
in dappled light when drawn. 
“Sheers are a good option in 
family rooms and kitchens as 

they keep it casual,” says interior 
designer Lisa Burdus, who  

had these made using Zepel 
Fabrics ‘Allusion’ linen/cotton  
in Bonbon, from about $66/m; 

visit zepelfabrics.com.
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“WE wanted A HOME 
WITH NO ‘GOOD’ 
ROOMS – WE USE 

EVERY space ALL YEAR 
ROUND” ~ CATHERINE

ENTRYWAY
Proving storage and style can coexist, 
interior designer Lisa sourced an antique 
hall table from Imagine This and baskets 
from Pottery Barn, which form a handy 
drop-zone by the front door (above left). 
Walls painted in Dulux Beige Royal offer  
a neutral base for vintage botanical charts, 
with a woven Armadillo & Co rug, chic table 
lamp (for similar, try Zanui) and antique 
mirror adding further embellishment.

SUNROOM
With its cane Lincoln Brooks sofa 
upholstered in Schumacher ‘Les Fougeres’ 
linen and floaty curtains in Zepel Fabrics 
‘Ringo’, the beautiful north-facing sunroom 
(top right) hints at old-Hollywood glamour. 
“This is one of my favourite rooms,” says 
Catherine of the sun-drenched space, 
originally a verandah, which was enclosed 
by the previous owners. “It’s lovely to  
come in here and have a morning coffee.”

SITTING ROOM
While the chef cooks, the rest of the family 
can join for a chat in this pretty nook 
(right), an option made all the more inviting 
by comfy Lincoln Brooks ‘Antigua’ rattan 
chairs (visit Designers Guild for similar 
scatter cushions). “My husband believed 
that our furniture should not only look good 
but be comfortable too, so we’d go to shops 
and do ‘sit’ tests,” says Catherine. Poppy 
pink blinds in Zepel Fabrics ‘Allusion’ filter 
the sun while upping the colour quotient.

DINING AREA
In a corner of the living room, the dining 
zone (opposite) is a relic of the original 
1905 build and has been decorated with 
a nod to the past. It features a beautifully 
timeworn timber table (scour antiques 
stores for similar), custom-upholstered 
chairs by Lisa Burdus Interior Design and 
a vintage display cabinet. The elegant 
pendant light is from Magins Lighting. VA
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PAINT Beige Royal, Dulux.

CARPET Try ‘Affinity’ in 
Grey Ember, Carpet Court.
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SUNROOM One end of the sunroom serves as a serene study, and a visual extension of the rambling 
garden. Natural tones and textures reign, from the blackbutt floors to the antique mahogany desk, 
hide rug (try Art Hide) and potted plants. “Some people might be afraid of decorating with colour, 
but green can be really calming,” says Catherine. A whitewashed display cabinet from French Country 
Collections and an Emac & Lawton ‘Calais’ floor lamp reflect the homeowners’ preference for older 
pieces. JACK’S BEDROOM Dulux Senate provides the backdrop in 20-year-old Jack’s room (opposite) 
for a landscape by John Sealy, hung amongst a collection of art and objets. Interior designer Lisa 
found the lamp at Shades Of Pale, while the upholstered bed – her own design – owes its comfort  
factor to bedlinen from Sheridan, an L&M Home velvet cushion and a throw from No Chintz. 

“DARK WALLS CAN BE fabulous; WE HUNG A GALLERY 
WALL OVER THE BLUE PAINT SO THAT THE colour 

WOULD RECEDE” ~ LISA BURDUS, INTERIOR DESIGNER
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“COLOUR MAKES 
OUR HOME FEEL 

comfortable, WARM 
AND welcoming – IT 
LIFTS YOUR SPIRITS”  

~ CATHERINE

MAIN BEDROOM
Relaxation was the order of the day in the 
main bedroom (above left), achieved with  
a palette of teal, grey and peach. “The room 
was originally quite modern and stark, so 
we tried to layer it up with warmth,” says 
Catherine. The linen bedhead (try Heatherly 
Design) is joined by cushions – a Designers 
Guild floral and a Jali ikat – both from No 
Chintz, plus a cosy hand-loomed throw by 
L&M Home. But the real star of the show 
is the sun-shaped Art Deco mirror, casting 
its golden glow above the bed; for similar 
visit French Country Collections. 

CHARLOTTE’S BEDROOM
A Moroccan theme – chosen by Charlotte – 
paved the way for this rhapsody in blue (top 
right). Schumacher ‘Nasrid Palace Mosaic’ 
wallpaper mimics ceramic wall tiles, its 
colours picked up in the ‘Provincial’ rattan 

headboard by Lincoln Brooks, cushions 
from L&M Home and a Morgan & Finch 
throw from Bed Bath N’ Table. Says interior 
designer Lisa of playing with pattern: “Trust 
your instinct: if you lay fabric and wallpaper 
samples on top of each other and they 
somehow work without matching, go for it.”

LAURA’S BEDROOM
It’s hard to believe Laura’s room (right) was 
once all white-on-white. That was before the 
15-year-old scanned a wallpaper swatch book, 
eventually settling on Schumacher ‘Kasari 
Ikat’ in Turquoise, a graphic chevron that 
catches the eye without being overbearing. 
Splashes of pink come via a kantha quilt 
(available from Art Of Rajasthan Studio  
on Etsy) and a cushion from Busatti.  
“I don’t think any of us could imagine 
living in a black and white house now,” 
says Catherine. “It would be a bit dull.” 

MAIN ENSUITE
“We’re very spoilt,” says Catherine 
of her resort-worthy bathroom.  
The space came freshly renovated 
with plenty of style cred (try 
Domayne for a timber-look, wall-
hung vanity), but a fiddle-leaf fig 
and tropical-print ‘Cooya’ towel from 
Country Road add the homeowner’s 
signature stamp. Although the 
sumptuous freestanding tub (visit 
Cass Brothers for similar sculptural 
styles) and bushland views may 
compete for attention, they work in 
perfect harmony come bath time. 
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GARDEN A pair of deck chairs are positioned to catch 
the sun amongst the lofty ferns and camellia, which 
bursts into fuchsia bloom in autumn. “There was 
one condition of buying this place,” says Catherine, 
looking out over the vast property. “Gardeners!” 
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CONTACTS
Interior designer Lisa Burdus Design & Decoration,  
0409 489 225; lisaburdus.com.au.

FLOOR PLAN

WALLPAPER Schumacher 
‘Kasari Ikat’ in Turquoise.

PAINT
Try French 

Limestone quarter 
strength, Dulux.

PAINT A dark and 
moody wall courtesy  
of Dulux Senate.

UPHOLSTERY 
Armchair upholstered 
in Schumacher ‘Les 
Fougeres’ in Document. 

TABLE For a similar 
accent table, try West Elm’s 
‘Carved Wood’ side table.

WALLPAPER Schumacher 
‘Nasrid Palace Mosaic’ 
wallpaper in Aegean.
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Who lives here? 
Catherine, a stay-at-home mum; her husband;  
their children, Jack, 20, Charlotte, 18, and  
Laura, 15; and their dogs, Daisy, a moodle,  
and Rosie, a cavoodle.
How would you describe your style? 
Catherine: “Colourful, classic style with 
inspiration from the Australian bush.”
How does the house function for your family?  
“Everyone has their own room but then  
there are comfortable family spaces  
where we all come together.”
Describe your perfect day at home…  
“A morning coffee reading the paper in the 
sunroom, cooking during the day, entertaining  
by night, and a glass of wine on the deck in 
summer – or by the fire during winter.” 

INSIDE STORY
CATHERINE’S HOME
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